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1.0 Introduction
1.1.

Overview

1.1.a. Study Authorization
On November 12, 2014 the Township of Cherry Hill (the “Township”), through Resolution #2014-11-7
(Appendix A) authorized a preliminary investigation to determine the need for redevelopment of Block
111.02, Lot 7, Block 112.01, Lot 11, and Block 596.04, Lots 4 and 5 (herein after referred to as the “Study
Area”) pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A-12A-6. Group Melvin Design was contracted to conduct a preliminary
investigation and determine whether or not the designated Study Area qualifies as an “Area in Need
of Redevelopment.”

1.1.b. Condemnation
Resolution #2014-11-7 identified Block 111.02, Lot 7, Block 112.01, Lot 11, and Block 596.04, Lots 4 and
5 as a “Condemnation Redevelopment Area,” such that the municipality may use all those powers
provided in the Legislature for the use in the designated area in need of redevelopment including the
use of eminent domain pursuant to NJSA 40A: 12A-1 et seq.
As of 2013, the Legislature requires that Preliminary Investigations state whether the redevelopment area
determination shall authorize the municipality to use all those powers provided by the Legislature for use
in a redevelopment area, including eminent domain. It is the recommendation of this Study that Block
111.02, Lot 7, Block 112.01, Lot 11, and Block 596.04, Lots 4 and 5 be established as a “Condemnation
Redevelopment Area.”

1.1.c.

Study Area Description

The Study Area, located in District 6 per the Township’s 2004 Master Plan, is primarily bounded by
Cuthbert Boulevard to the west; Pennsauken Township and the Still Park neighborhood to the north
and west; and Hampton Road to the southeast. The Study Area is comprised of four tax parcels: a
large industrial property located along Hampton Road (County Route 623) – formerly known as the WB
Saunders publishing company (Block 112.01, Lot 11), a undeveloped, wooded parcel located at the
rear of several Lawrence Street residential lots (Block 111.01, Lot 21), and two former Bell Atlantic office
buildings located along Cuthbert Boulevard (County Route 638) (Block 596.04, Lots 4 and 5) (see Figure
1). Of these four (4) lots, the only lot currently occupied is Block 596.04, Lot 4.
Figure 1 identifies the location and surrounding environs of Block 111.02, Lot 7, Block 112.01, Lot 11, and
Block 596.04, Lots 4 & 5.

1.1.d. Ownership
The following is a summary of the ownership of all parcels within the Study Area.
Block

Lot

Address

Owner

111.02

7

614 Hampton Rd

Meade Williams, LLC

112.01

11

614 Hampton Rd

Meade Williams, LLC

596.04

4

215 Cuthbert Blvd

Amazingrace, LLC

596.04

5

211 Cuthbert Blvd

Lexington Avenue, LLC

1

Figure 1. Hampton Road & Cuthbert Boulevard Study Area
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2.0 Redevelopment Vision
Per the 2004 Master Plan, Cherry Hill encourages the redevelopment of areas exhibiting decline (i.e. –
disproportionate number of vacant, dilapidated and/or substandard structures). This Investigation will
serve to capitalize on strategic redevelopment of these areas that are exhibiting such decline in an
effort to ensure that future development will be compatible with the Township’s planning vision and
goals. As such, it will serve to fulfill the strategic goals and objectives outlined in the 2004 Master Plan
and the 2007 Master Plan Reexamination Report as outlined below:

2.1.a. Land Use:
• Establish Redevelopment Districts where necessary to promote redevelopment and business
incentives (2004 Master Plan). Three of the four parcels in the Study Area have remained vacant
or undeveloped for several years. This stagnant land requires the tools that a designation as Area
in Need of Redevelopment provides to promote redevelopment and future economic activity.
• Coordinate land use to balance economic growth with community and conservation needs
(2007 Master Plan Reexamination). The Study Area currently occupies a little over 18 acres, a
large area of land that could otherwise be developed to accommodate more business and/or
residential needs. Because it has large vacant and underperforming buildings, there is additional
development pressure in other areas of the Township. Redevelopment of this area could relieve
some of that development pressure and help reinforce community conservation efforts.
• Encourage redevelopment of brownfields or greyfields, rather than greenfields, whenever
possible (2007 Master Plan Reexamination). The Study Area, with large impervious surfaces, a
vacant industrial complex, and a lot previously used for vehicle repair, fits within the definition of a
greyfield. 1 Through the redevelopment of these properties, development pressure on greenfields
within the Township would be decreased.

2.1.b. Economic Development:
• Limit new retail industries within the Township to encourage redevelopment and full occupancy
in existing commercial locations. Investigate and establish “Redevelopment Areas”, where
appropriate (2007 Master Plan Reexamination). This investigation carries out this goal, identifying
this area as in Need of Redevelopment. The lots within the area sit predominantly vacant,
underutilizing current industrial and office space. Through the redevelopment of this area, new
development could be limited from expansion to non-developed areas in the Township.
• Continue to nurture Cherry Hill as a strong, growing business center in the region (2007 Master Plan
Reexamination). As detailed in the following investigation, the Study Area consists of vacant lots
and devaluing structures. Redevelopment of this area with a holistic approach would create a
major opportunity to improve development opportunities in Cherry Hill.
• In addition to fulfilling local long-term planning goals, the redevelopment of the Study Area
would support the State Strategic Plan which identifies this area as Priority Growth Investment
Areas (PGIAs). According to that Plan, a PGIA is “an area where more significant development
and redevelopment is preferred and where public and private investment to support such
development and redevelopment will be prioritized.”
1
Greyfield: a subcategory of vacant or underperforming properties. Greyfields are large, previously developed properties. These sites tend to be large and well-served by transportation and stormwater infrastructure.
U.S.Environmental Protection Agency. “Smart Growth Techniques as Stormwater Best Management Practices.”Accessed
January 2015. http://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/pdf/sg_stormwater_BMP.pdf
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In addition to fulfilling local long-term planning goals, the redevelopment of the Study Area would
ensure consistency with the 2001 New Jersey Development and Redevelopment Plan, which identifies
Cherry Hill as a Metropolitan Planning Area,2 and the 2012 Draft State Strategic Plan3 , which identifies
this area as Priority Growth Investment Area (PGIA). According to the State Strategic Plan, a PGIA is
“an area where more significant development and redevelopment is preferred and where public and
private investment to support such development and redevelopment will be prioritized.”
In summary, the redevelopment of the Hampton Road Study Area is clearly consistent with the Cherry
Hill Master Plan and would reinforce key local, county and state smart growth objectives.

2

2001 New Jersey Development and Redevelopment Plan.

http://www.nj.gov/state/planning/docs/stateplan030101d.pdf. Accessed February 2015.
3
Draft State Strategic Plan. http://www.nj.gov/state/planning/spc-state-plan-draft-final.html. Accessed February
2015.
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3.0 Redevelopment Law
3.1.

Purpose of the Act

New Jersey’s Local Redevelopment and Housing Law (LRHL), empowers municipalities and local
governments with the ability to initiate a process that transforms underutilized or poorly designed
properties into healthier, more vibrant, or economically productive land areas. The process has been
used successfully across New Jersey to transform distressed properties, meeting statutory redevelopment
criteria, into economically viable and productive neighborhoods and centers of activity. Projects
approved for redevelopment are often eligible for certain types of technical and financial assistance
from local and county governments, as well as the state. The ability to grant these incentives is an
essential part of a comprehensive strategy to attract new development into areas exhibiting decline
and blight.

3.2. Redevelopment Procedure
The LRHL requires municipalities to engage in a series of steps before it may exercise its redevelopment
powers. This process is meant, in part, to ensure that the Governing Body acts in concert with the goals
and objectives of the Township’s Master Plan. Recognizing the Planning Board’s role as the steward of
the Master Plan, these steps require the Planning Board to make recommendations to the Township
Council. The required steps are as follows:
• The Governing Body must adopt a resolution directing the Planning Board to perform a preliminary
investigation to determine whether a specified area is in need of redevelopment according to
criteria set forth in the LRHL (N.J.S.A. 40A:12A-5). The Township Council has adopted Resolution No.
2013-6-14.
• The Planning Board must prepare and make available a map delineating the boundaries of the
proposed redevelopment area, specifying the parcels to be included in it. This map should be
accompanied by a statement setting forth the basis of the investigation.
• The Planning Board must then conduct the investigation and produce a report presenting the
findings. The Board must also hold a duly noticed hearing to present the results of the investigation
and to allow interested parties to give testimony. The Planning Board then may adopt a resolution
recommending a course of action to the Governing Body.
• The Governing Body may act on this recommendation by adopting a resolution designating the
area an “Area in Need of Redevelopment”. The Governing Body must make the final determination
as to the Redevelopment Area boundaries.
• A Redevelopment Plan must be prepared establishing the goals, objectives, and specific actions
to be taken with regard to the “Area in Need of Redevelopment.”
• The Governing Body may then act on the Plan by passing an ordinance adopting the Plan as an
amendment to the Township’s Zoning Ordinance.
Only after completion of this process is the Township able to exercise the powers granted to it under
the State Redevelopment Statute.
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3.3. Statutory Criteria
A study area qualifies as being an “Area in Need of Redevelopment” if it meets at least one of the eight
statutory criteria listed in Section 40A:12A-5 of the Local Redevelopment and Housing Law:
A. The generality of buildings are substandard, unsafe, unsanitary, dilapidated, or obsolescent, or
possess any of such characteristics, or are so lacking in light, air, or space, as to be conducive to
unwholesome living or working conditions.
B. The discontinuance of the use of buildings previously used for commercial, manufacturing, or industrial
purposes; the abandonment of such buildings; or the same being allowed to fall into so great a state
of disrepair as to be untenantable.
C. Land that is owned by the municipality, the county, a local housing authority, redevelopment
agency or redevelopment entity, or unimproved vacant land that has remained so for a period of ten
years prior to adoption of the resolution, and that by reason of its location, remoteness, lack of means
of access to developed sections or portions of the municipality, or topography, or nature of the soil, is
not likely to be developed solely through the instrumentality of private capital.
D. Areas with buildings or improvements which, by reason of dilapidation, obsolescence, overcrowding,
faulty arrangement or design, lack of ventilation, light and sanitary facilities, excessive land coverage,
deleterious land use or obsolete layout, or any combination of these or other factors, are detrimental
to the safety, health, morals, or welfare of the community.
E. A growing lack or total lack of proper utilization of areas caused by the condition of the title, diverse
ownership of the real properties therein or other similar conditions which impede land assemblage
or discourage the undertaking of improvements, resulting in a stagnant and unproductive condition
of land potentially useful and valuable for contributing to and serving the public health, safety and
welfare, which condition is presumed to be having a negative social or economic impact or otherwise
being detrimental to the safety, health, morals, or welfare of the surrounding area or the community in
general.
F. Areas, in excess of five contiguous acres, whereon buildings or improvements have been destroyed,
consumed by fire, demolished or altered by the action of storm, fire, cyclone, tornado, earthquake
or other casualty in such a way that the aggregate assessed value of the area has been materially
depreciated.
G. In any municipality in which an enterprise zone has been designated pursuant to the “New Jersey
Urban Enterprise Zones Act,” P.L.1983, c.303 (C.52:27H-60 et seq.) the execution of the actions prescribed
in that act for the adoption by the municipality and approval by the New Jersey Urban Enterprise
Zone Authority of the zone development plan for the area of the enterprise zone shall be considered
sufficient for the determination that the area is in need of redevelopment pursuant to sections 5 and
6 of P.L.1992, c.79 (C.40A:12A-5 and 40A:12A-6) for the purpose of granting tax exemptions within the
enterprise zone district pursuant to the provisions of P.L.1991, c.431 (C.40A:20-1 et seq.) or the adoption
of a tax abatement and exemption ordinance pursuant to the provisions of P.L.1991, c.441 (C.40A:21-1
et seq.). The municipality shall not utilize any other redevelopment powers within the urban enterprise
zone unless the municipal governing body and planning board have also taken the actions and fulfilled
the requirements prescribed in P.L.1992, c.79 (C.40A:12A-1 et al.) for determining that the area is in
need of redevelopment or an area in need of rehabilitation and the municipal governing body has
adopted a redevelopment plan ordinance including the area of the enterprise zone.
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H. The designation of the delineated area is consistent with smart growth planning principles adopted
pursuant to law or regulation.
N.J.S.A. 40A:12A-3 further states that “A redevelopment area may include lands, buildings, or
improvements which of themselves are not detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare, but
the inclusion of which is found necessary, with or without change in their condition, for the effective
development of the area of which they are a part.” This is commonly referred to as the “Section 3
Criteria.”
According to the Redevelopment Handbook, this section allows for the inclusion of properties that
do not meet the statutory criteria but are,”essential to be included in the designation to effectively
redevelop the area.” Examples of such properties include properties located within and surrounded by
otherwise blighted area, property that are needed to provide access to an area to be redeveloped,
areas needed for infrastructure or utilities, or properties that otherwise could be determined to be
critical to the area’s successful redevelopment.
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4.0 Block 112.01, Lot 11: Industrial Facility, W.B. Saunders
4.1.

Introduction

4.1.a. Background
Block 112.01 Lot 11 is a vacant industrial property with two aging single-story buildings and minor
mezzanine areas, totaling 188,400 square feet of manufacturing/warehouse space. Originally
occupied by W.B. Saunders Medical Publishing Company, the South Building (120,000 square feet) was
constructed in 1955 and the North Building (68,400 square feet) was constructed in 1975 (see Figure 2).4
W.B. Saunders occupied the site from 1955 until 1986.
From 1987 to 2007, Lot 11 was owned by DKM Properties/Princeton Storage Specialists who leased the
facility to a variety of companies needing storage space until approximately 2002. It was sold to the
Hampton Development, LLC in 2007.
According to the Cherry Hill Township Department of Community Development, a zoning permit was
issued on April 2011 for “Race Public Corp” for a change of ownership/occupancy for the existing auto
parts warehouse, but, according to Code Enforcement, this permit was never picked up. No other
records were found on whether any business or activity took place on the property between 2002 and
2011.
Currently, both the North and South Buildings remain in a vacant and decaying state, with some
intermittent use of the surfaced parking lot in between the two buildings for a nearby utility infrastructure
and enhancement project.5

4.1.b. Summary Findings
This report finds that Block 112.01 Lot 11 is blighted, is having decadent effects on the community, and
meets the statutory Criteria for B and D. This conclusion is based on a finding that the property has
fallen into so great a state of disrepair as to be untenantable, and that this condition is detrimental to
the safety, health, morals, or welfare of the community. This report recommends that Block 112.01 Lot
11 be designated as an Area in Need of Redevelopment under the State Local Redevelopment And
Housing Law (N.J.S.A. 40A:12A-3).
Criterion B
Block 112.01 Lot 11 is vacant and has not been used since approximately 2002, with substandard
buildings and infrastructure.6 Site visits conducted by Robert Melvin, AICP/PP and Gerry Seneski,
Township Building Code Official, found the buildings to be vacant and in a significant state of disrepair.
Observations included significant structural issues to the roof, walls, and parking area; unsafe conditions
that included the presence of mold and asbestos; and unwholesome working conditions, including
dilapidated and unkempt toilet facilities and limited interior lighting that does not meet current
standards. The finding that Lot 11 is in a significant state of disrepair is supported by the decline in
the buildings’ assessed value from 2012 to 2014. Together, these facts support a finding that Lot 11 is
untenantable, is adversely affecting the community, and meets the standards identified in Criterion B
of the Redevelopment Statute.

4

Cherry Hill Township. “Draft Preliminary Investigation & Redevelopment Plan.” 2006

5

Cherry Hill Township. “Preliminary Assessment Report, Cherry Hill, 614 Hampton Rd/651 Main Street.” April 2007.

6

Cherry Hill Township. “Preliminary Investigation & Redevelopment Plan.” 2006
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Figure 2. Aerial view of Block 112, Lot 11.

Surface
Parking Lot

North
Building

Connecting
Link
Surface
Parking Lot

South
Building

South Building, built in 1955, has 12’6” ceilings, and is 120,000 square feet. The North Building, built in
1975, has 22’ ceilings, and is 68,000 square feet. The two structures are connected by an enclosed link.
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Criterion D
In addition to these issues, Block 112.01 Lot 11 meets the requirements outline in Criterion D. The building
is poorly designed and site layout is incompatible with modern industrial needs - such as industry
standards of floor to ceiling heights - and does not conform to standards for the safe loading and
unloading of materials. These conditions clearly demonstrate that the site is blighted and is having a
deleterious effect on the safety and welfare of the community.

4.2. Criterion B
4.2.a. Statutory Language
The discontinuance of the use of buildings previously used for commercial, manufacturing, or industrial
purposes; the abandonment of such buildings; or the same being allowed to fall into so great a state
of disrepair as to be untenantable.

4.2.b. Discontinued Use of Industrial Building
Site inspections conducted by Gerry Seneski, Township Building Code Official (see Appendix C) and
by Robert Melvin AICP/PP of Group Melvin Design on December 10, 2014 reported the complete
abandonment of the North and South Buildings, with both structures requiring a significant magnitude
of renovation and upgrade to bring them to current standards and into building code compliance.
Mr. Seneski reported several issues that “are required to be corrected and made functional in order to
provide a working building,” emphasizing the fact that the structures are currently untenantable.

4.2.c.

State of Disrepair

Block 112.01 Lot 11 has been vacant and in disrepair for several years. The property was first investigated
for redevelopment in 2006 (Resolution 2006-2-12, Appendix B)7 due to the substandard buildings and
infrastructure. 8 Although the preliminary investigation was never officially adopted by the Township,
the investigation made the following conclusions:
Under New Jersey statutes, the planner’s study and evaluation has concluded
that, in general, the vacant and substandard infrastructure in the W.B. Saunders
Redevelopment Area has remained so for a number of years, prior to adoption of
the Township’s resolution. Furthermore, the continuing deterioration of the area and
infrastructure has resulted in the land and existing infrastructure not being utilized to
their full potential.
In 2007 Cherry Hill Township conducted a Preliminary Assessment Report as part of the New Jersey
Site Remediation Program, an effort to remediate contaminated sites and ensure that remediation
is protective of public health and safety and of the environment in accordance with N.J.A.C. 7:26E.
This assessment listed past uses of the site, conducted a hazardous substances and waste inventory,
identified wastewater and waste streams, and summarized other areas of potential concern. The
report found some areas of concern with the operation of the facilities, such as the boiler room and
water system, and possible contamination from chemicals used by W.B. Saunders during the publishing
process. The 2007 report also found that the water had “been turned off …. for some time, perhaps

7
Cherry Hill Township. “Resolution 2006-2-12.” 2006. Accessed December 2014. http://archives.chtownship.com/Clerk/
DocView.aspx?id=1381773&page=1&dbid=1
8

Cherry Hill Township. “Preliminary Investigation & Redevelopment Plan.” 2006
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as long as 20 years ago. The sump in the central portion of the southern structure is currently nonfunctional.” In addition, the boiler room was also described as “non-functional.” Since the 2007 report,
no improvements have been made to address the water and boiler room issues. Therefore, without
water connection and basic heating, the South Building is unfit for tenants in its current state.
The broader issues of substandard structures and basic infrastructure first identified in the 2006
Redevelopment Investigation and in the 2007 Assessment continue today. Site visits by Mr. Seneski
and Mr. Melvin during in December 2014 document large-scale structural issues in the two vacant
structures that create unsafe, unsanitary and unwholesome working conditions in both the North and
South Buildings (see Figure 3). Below is a summary of these conditions observed during those visits:
Structural Issues:
• Roofing: roofing is deteriorated to a degree that the structural stability has been impaired.
• Significant areas of the existing composite roof decking are failing due to delaminating and
crumbling.
• Significant leaking is occurring throughout the facility.
• Exterior walls: reconditioning is necessary; vertical stress cracks are obvious through masonry
construction.
• Wall copings: resetting/ replacing are necessary; appear to be loose throughout the facility.
• HVAC: Operation and condition/efficiency is doubtful and seem to be abandoned in place; roof
top units need to be refurbished or replaced.
• No insulation in South Building
• Water infiltration from failing roof throughout
• Wall cracks in structure
• Composite ceiling tiles falling apart and crashing to floor due to roof failure (See Figure 3B and 3D)
Parking and Circulation Areas:
• Surface areas are significantly deteriorated and needs to be addressed; lot is crumbling and
unstripped.
• Much of the area is currently used as outdoor storage for a nearby utility construction and
enhancement project.
• Insufficient provision of parking: The Article V, Performance & Design Standards in the Cherry Hill
Zoning Ordinance states that one parking space is required per five thousand (5,000) square
feet of gross floor area (GFA); additionally, one parking space is required per vehicle used in
connection with the business. For the North and South Buildings, which total 188,000 square feet
of GFA, this amount is 37.6 parking spaces, plus an additional parking spaces for related vehicles.
• Curbing, ramps, sidewalks: are significantly deteriorated and needs to be fully addressed.
Unsafe Conditions:
• Fire suppression systems: must be augmented to assure functional workability and full suppression
coverage, which currently may not be adequate.
• The existing supply tank (unknown gallon capacity) has significant rusting. It is understood that the
tank is full to supply to suppression system. Local water supply has not been tested to determine
if storage tank is needed or if utility supply would be adequate. (Figure 3A)
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Figure 3. Existing Conditions of Lot 11
Significant rusting on existing supply tank

A

Composite ceiling tiles falling down

B

Toilet rooms in “deplorable condition”

C
Damaged interior flooring

Mold observed throughout structure

D

E
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• Asbestos: Some abatement has occurred; more may be necessary.
• Exits: emergency egress needs to be fully accessed, lighted and signaled.
• Mold was seen throughout the structure (see Figure 3E)
Unsanitary & Unwholesome Working Conditions:
• Windows: are single pane / non-insulated; need to be reconditioned and/or replaced for
efficiency and operation.
• Interior lighting: throughout the buildings is substandard and would not meet current code
requirements; additional lighting would be required.
• Skylights: though few, all are damaged and leaking, insulation is compromised, and need to be
replaced.
• Toilet rooms: are in deplorable condition and need to be completed updated and brought into
code and ADA compliance (see Figure 3C)
The above findings create a clear image of two structures that are in total disrepair and unfit for
occupation. Basic structural issues with the roof, ceiling, and walls are safety concerns to any future
user. Hazards such as inadequate fire suppression systems and a safe manner egress could create
major issues during an emergency fire or evacuation situation. The presence of mold and asbestos
are of major health concern to any future tenant, and must be addressed before the building can be
habitable. Moreover, the unsanitary state of the bathrooms, found to be in “deplorable condition” by
Mr. Seneski, as well as the lack of lighting and insulation further speak to how the two structures are
currently unsafe and untenantable.
In addition to the documentation made by various investigations of Lot 11’s disrepair, the site has had
a history of property maintenance violations. Between 2011 and 2014, Cherry Hill Township gave the
property several property maintenance violations, including:
• Accumulation of rubbish or garbage (2011)
• Natural Growth: Dead Trees (2011)
• Appearance: Landscaping (2012)
• General Maintenance (2012)
The pattern of violations over several years is consistent with the building’s poor physical condition due
to deterioration from lack of investment and maintenance.

4.2.d. Decreasing Building Value due to State of Disrepair
Lot 11 has not been in use since 2002, and has seen a declining building value. The Cherry Hill Township
Tax Assessor reported that the total value of the complex was $1,514,400 in 2014, with an assessed land
value of $1,325,000, and an assessed building value $189,400 (Appendix F). This compares with a total
value of $1,250,000 in 2012, with the assessed land value at $834,400, and the assessed building value
$415,600. This notable decrease in building value of $226,200, despite an increase in land value, is
telling of the current state of disrepair of the structures on Lot 11 (see Table 1).
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Table 1: Change in Assessed Value
Land

Improvement

Total Value

2012

$834,400

$415,600

$1,250,000

2014

$1,325,000

$189,400

$1,514,400

Change

+ $490,600

- $226,200

+$264,400

In 2014 the assessed building value is only 14.3% of the property’s land value, or approximately a 1:7
improvement-to-land ratio. Generally, any property with a 1:1 or less improvement-to-land ratio is
considered to be not supporting a reasonable value of improvements, or could have a higher market
value if the improvements were removed.9
A key cause for the low improvement-to-land ratio and the structure’s devaluation are the antiquated
structures, which limit the property’s market value and have resulted in the underutilization of the
property on a per-square-foot basis. For example, while similar modern properties locally average $40
per square foot, Lot 11 is valued at $10 per square foot, of which $1 comes from the building value, and
$9 from the land value. This low building value to land value ratio indicates that the structure is at the
end of its economic life and likely to be demolished.

4.2.e.

Conclusion

Previous investigations, as well as observations made by Mr. Seneski and Mr. Melvin during site visits,
demonstrate clearly that the state of disrepair of the vacant structures on Lot 11 make it dangerous
and untenantable. Among other findings, this report concludes the vacant buildings meet the statutory
Criterion B because of significant structural issues to the roof, walls, and parking area, as well as unsafe
conditions that included the presence of mold and asbestos, dilapidated and unkempt toilet facilities,
and limited interior lighting. As a result of these findings, this report concludes that the structure is
blighted and has a decadent effect on the community. It is recommended that the site be designated
as an Area in Need of Redevelopment in concordance with Criterion B.

4.3. Criterion D
4.3.a. Statutory Language
Areas with buildings or improvements which, by reason of dilapidation, obsolescence, overcrowding,
faulty arrangement or design, lack of ventilation, light and sanitary facilities, excessive land coverage,
deleterious land use or obsolete layout, or any combination of these or other factors, are detrimental
to the safety, health, morals, or welfare of the community.

4.3.b. Hazardous Conditions: Presence of Asbestos
An Asbestos Building Survey conducted in 1996 by the Asbestos Management Company found
approximately 360 linear feet of asbestos as pipe insulation, and 750 square feet of asbestos as duct
insulation; these issues were also observed in a site visit conducted for the 2007 Preliminary Assessment
Report. The most recent inspection by Mr. Seneski in December 2014 also noted that more asbestos
9

Slachetka, Stan, Roberts, David G.The Redevelopment Handbook. NJ-APA. 2012.
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abatement “may be necessary.” Asbestos is a major public health concern, linked with lung disease
and cancer10; therefore, any necessary abatement of asbestos must take place before the structures
are occupied.

4.3.c.

Faulty Building Design

Site visits by Gerry Seneski, Building Code Official and Robert Melvin AICP/PP of Group Melvin Design
reported that the 68,000 square foot North building has a ceiling height of approximately 22 feet, and
120,000 square foot South Building has a ceiling height of approximately 12 feet, 6 inches. Current
trends dictate that warehouses and distribution centers should be approximately 375,000 square feet,
with clear ceiling heights ranging from 32 to 36 feet to allow companies to store more products in a
single location.11 Jack Rizzo, managing director of global development for Prologis, which owns 343
million sq.-ft. of industrial space discusses the changing trends in an article in Material Handling and
Logistics, a trade industry publication:
We’ve seen a fairly significant increase in the building size [over the past six or seven
years]. Along with that has come an increase in the clear height for the obvious
reasons. Companies can rack higher and store more product at one location.
He continues that an average facility size is even higher in core logistics hubs such as Atlanta, New
Jersey, Dallas, Chicago, Los Angeles and San Francisco where, “a million square-foot building in those
markets is not unusual at all.”
As such, it is unlikely that the North and South Buildings will be successfully marketed as warehouses and
distribution centers, which was their primary use between 1986 and 2002.

4.3.d. Faulty Site Arrangement
The site arrangement of Lot 11 poses major challenges for the circulation of vehicles and goods, as it
does not adequately meet current loading zone standards (see Figure 4). Mr. Seneski and Mr. Melvin
noted the faulty arrangement of the loading zone onto Hampton Road during their December 2014
visit, observing that the width for egress and ingress is too narrow, and poses a safety hazard into the
public right of way, as trucks and other vehicles must make large turns onto Hampton Road.
The loading zone is below the standard width for clearance for a tractor-trailer, which average 55-60
feet in length; the clearance recommended for the dock approach for these vehicles is approximately
123 feet.12 However, the site currently has a dock approach of only 65 feet in width onto a 28 feet
public right-of-way on Hampton Road, approximately 58 feet less than the recommended length. This
faulty site layout causes major difficulties for the marketability of Lot 11 as an industrial site for loading
and unloading of materials. In addition, this narrow loading zone not only poses a public safety threat
as large trucks attempt to maneuver in and out of a narrow dock approach, but has become an
attractive nuisance for smaller vehicles to utilize as parking.
Due to faulty design structures and site design that do not meet current warehouse and loading zone
standards, Lot 11 is largely unmarketable and has remained vacant since approximately 2002. This, in
turn, has brought adverse impacts to the surrounding community as the area continues to not reach
its full potential, causing the ongoing deterioration of the buildings and infrastructure on the site.
10 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. “Learn About Asbestos.” Accessed December 2014. http://www2.epa.gov/
asbestos/learn-about-asbestos
11 Drickhamer, David. “Facility Design Trends: Changing Venue.” Material Handling & Logistics. Accessed December
2014. http://mhlnews.com/facilities-management/facility-design-trends-changing-venue
12

De Chiara, Koppelman. Time-Saver Standards for Site Planning. McGraw-Hill. 1984.
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Figure 4. Lot 11, Narrow Loading Site

65‘

28‘

4.3.e.

Conclusion

This report finds that Block 112.01 Lot 11 meets the statutory requirements outline in Criterion D. The
building is poorly designed and site layout is incompatible with modern industrial needs. It fails to meet
industry standards of floor to ceiling heights and does not conform to standards for the safe loading
and unloading of materials. These conditions pose a hazard to anyone who would occupy the site
and to anyone who drives along Hampton Road. As such, the property clearly blighted is having a
deleterious effect on the safety and welfare of the community.
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5.0 Block 111.02 Lot 7: Vacant Land
5.1.

Introduction

5.1.a. Background
Block 111.02, Lot 7 is an undeveloped wooded lot. The lot is owned by Meade Williams LLC, the same
property owner of Block 112.01, Lot 11.

5.1.b. Summary Findings
Block 111.02, Lot 7 is unimproved vacant land that has remained so for a period of more than 80 years.
This report finds that due to the lack of improvement and means of access to surrounding development,
the parcel is not likely to be developed solely through the instrumentality of private capital. As a result,
this report finds that Block 111.01 Lot 7 meets the Criterion C for designation as an Area in Need of
Redevelopment under the State Local Redevelopment And Housing Law (N.J.S.A. 40A:12A-3).

5.2. Criteria C
5.2.a. Statutory Language
Land that is owned by the municipality, the county, a local housing authority, redevelopment agency
or redevelopment entity, or unimproved vacant land that has remained so for a period of ten years
prior to adoption of the resolution, and that by reason of its location, remoteness, lack of means of
access to developed sections or portions of the municipality, or topography, or nature of the soil, is not
likely to be developed solely through the instrumentality of private capital.

5.2.b. Unimproved Vacant Land
The Cherry Hill Tax Assessor identifies the lot as a “Vacant Wooded Lot,” valued at $22,600. Review of
aerials images available on the website Historic Aerials clearly show that the site has been unimproved
and vacant since at least 1931 (see Figure 5A).13 Google earth aerial images confirm that the parcel
continues to be unimproved (see Figure 5B). As the lot has been documented to be unimproved for the
last 84 years, it meets the statute’s minimum criterion of ten years.

5.2.c.

Lack of Means of Access to Developed Sections or Portions of the Municipality

The lot is not currently accessible by road. Geographic Information System (GIS) data provided by
the New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) indicates that both Main Street and Merchant
Street end approximately 500 feet before reaching the subject site. Review of aerial imagery indicates
that the parcels have been delineated to allow Main and Merchant streets to continue through to
Block 111.02, Lot 7. However, these streets do not connect to Lot 7, and these areas are currently highly
vegetated and are impassable.
In addition, the southern section of the site fronts onto developed parcels and there is no access to
Block 111.02, Lot 7. In addition to the 500 linear feet of roadway above, a single-loaded frontage
street of approximately 430 linear feet would have to be constructed on the southerly edge of Lot 7 to
effectively develop Lot 7 consistent with the current R3 Single Family Residential zoning.

13

Historic Aerials. Accessed January 2015. http://www.historicaerials.com
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Figure 5. Lot 7, Aerials
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The reasons that this parcel lacks access to the developed portion of the municipality can be attributed
to the historic development of this area. Between 1940 and 1951, Cuthbert Boulevard was built and
opened the area to residential development. By 1951, Lawrence Street first appears connecting
Merchant and Main Street to residential areas north of the Study Area. However, the road network was
not extended to the subject site. Sometime between 1970 and 1992, the Verizon Office and Warehouse
(Block 596.04 Lot 5) were constructed, effectively locking in the subject site and preventing any southern
access to the site.

5.2.d. Not Likely to be Developed Solely Through the Instrumentality of Private Capital
Developing Lot 7 is unlikely to occur solely through the instrumentality of private capital because of
the high cost of constructing the infrastructure necessary to connect it with surrounding developed
properties.
Lot 7 is currently zoned R3, Single Family Residential and it is unlikely that, without the instrument of
redevelopment and the ability of lot assemblage, this parcel would be developed into a residential
use. The cost of constructing municipal infrastructure (roads, sewer, water) to connect the area would
not be adequately covered through tax revenue generated by the lot development, thus making it
unlikely the municipality would encourage such private development on the site through infrastructure
investments. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the cost of privately constructing the required infrastructure
would be supported by the revenue generated from selling or renting single-family homes.
Additionally, the area is not attractive for commercial or industrial development due to its lack of access
to the surrounding area and visibility. Even if Main or Merchant Streets were extended to the site, this
would provide insufficient and inappropriate access through a residential neighborhood for industrial
vehicles and the site would still lack the necessary visibility required for commercial development.

5.2.e.

Conclusion

It is the conclusion of this investigation that Block 111.01, Lot 7 is unlikely to be developed through the
instrumentality of private capital because it lack of means of access to developed sections or portions
of the municipality. The parcel has been vacant for at least 84 years. It therefore meets the statutory
Criterion C and should be designated an Area in Need of Redevelopment.
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6.0 Block 596.04, Lot 5: Vehicle Maintenance Facility
6.1.

Introduction

6.1.a. Background
Block 596.04, Lot 5 is a former Service Operations Center for New Jersey Bell Telephone Company.
The operations included a small, supporting administrative office from which employees and vehicles
were dispatched to perform installation and maintenance operations on telecommunication facilities
serving Cherry Hill Township and the surrounding vicinity. The primary purpose of the building was the
maintenance of fleet vehicles, parking for the fleet, and storage of supplies (such as telephone poles
and long spools of cables).
In 1997, the then owner Robert Wengert requested a variance to allow the sale of used vehicles on site,
as well as permission to use portions of the building previously used for vehicle repair for that use.14 In
2009, Bell Atlantic Telephone Company moved its operations elsewhere and stopped using the site, at
which point the building was discontinued for its use.
The lot was sold to Lexington Avenue, LLC, who took ownership in April of 2009. Bird’s Eye images
available on Bing.com show the site occupied by 50 cars (see Figure 6). However, there is no means of
verifying when this image was taken. There are no Township records to indicate that the site was legally
occupied after it was vacated by Bell Atlantic in 2009.
In April of 2014, it was discovered that Mangold Lawn & Landscape, an unauthorized landscaping
business, was being operated on site without zoning approval and as an unpermitted use. By Court
order, Mangold was required to vacate the property by January 31, 2015. Interviews with Township
officials indicated that they complied with this court order, and the property has remained vacant.

Figure 6. Bird’s Eye View of Lot 5, former Verizon Building

14

Cherry Hill Township. “Resolution No. 6701-97.” 1997.
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6.1.b. Summary Findings
Lot 5 was custom-built for use as a vehicular service center by the Bell Company in the 1970s. Due to
its obsolete design, the structure is unlikely to be used as it is currently constructed. Furthermore, the
manner it was constructed limits opportunities for viable adaptive reuse. As can happen with such
properties, the land has recently been used illegally and in a manner detrimental to the community. As
a result, this report finds that 596.04, Lot 5 is blighted and should be designated as an Area in Need of
Redevelopment under the State Local Redevelopment And Housing Law (N.J.S.A. 40A:12A-3).

6.2. Criteria D
6.2.a. Statutory Language
Areas with buildings or improvements which, by reason of dilapidation, obsolescence, overcrowding,
faulty arrangement or design, lack of ventilation, light and sanitary facilities, excessive land coverage,
deleterious land use or obsolete layout, or any combination of these or other factors, are detrimental
to the safety, health, morals, or welfare of the community.

6.2.b. Obsolete Arrangement and Design
On December 22, 2014, Robert Melvin AICP/PP of Group Melvin Design and Gerry Seneski, Cherry Hill
Building Code Official (Appendix E) conducted a site visit of the property (see Figure 7). The building
was found to be designed in a manner not consistent with contemporary vehicle service standards.
The building was a custom-built property at the time of its construction in the early 1970s. The building is
constructed in an irregular T shape: the front section is only 25 feet deep, and the rear section seems to
have been used as a double loaded service facility. The facility was clearly tailored to the needs of the
original user: a large employer that with an extensive fleet of vehicles that need on-site repair.
Even if another similar company were interested in the site today, standards for vehicle maintenance
structures have changed over 40 years. For example, the building lacks material and waste storage
areas, a management area, as well as a system for proper ventilation of carbon monoxide gases. The
building also lacks any space that was used or could be used for spray painting, limiting its use as an
autobody shop. As a result, it is unlikely that even a company with similar needs to Bell Atlantic could
use the building as it exists today.

6.2.c.

Limited Opportunities for Adaptive Reuse

The site and improvements were originally designed for the specific purpose of large-fleet automotive
maintenance, repair, outside storage of supplies, and parking. This is evidenced by the fact that the
structure takes up only approximately 7% of the property area, with the remaining area mostly paved
surface parking (the structure is approximately 8,700 square feet, and the lot is 124,250 square feet). The
structure’s custom-built form limits the property’s marketability, and has resulted in the underutilization
of the property on a per-square-foot basis due to its limited use flexibility.
In addition, the building itself is configured in a way ill-suited and inefficient for other commercial uses:
it has a long narrow corridor building that measures only 25 feet in depth and more than 150 feet wide.
An area of this configuration is not useful for storage or warehousing needs, and lacks the types of bays
and truck access necessary to make such a use viable. Furthermore, the building itself lacks even minor
improvements, machinery, or facilities and is unlikely to be attractive for manufacturing or industrial
users. The 60 foot by 40 foot bay, previously used for auto repairs, would confront similar problems in any
efforts to adaptively reuse the space. Finally, even adaptive reuse of the building is a challenge as the
thirty-foot building width is not conducive to providing interior corridors accessing office suites.
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Figure 7. Lot 5, Existing Conditions
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The building’s construction materials present another large barrier to adaptive reuse. Brick and concrete
masonry block (CMU) construction, the primary materials used, make changing or modifying the
current configuration a challenging engineering and/or design exercise, and would almost certainly
be cost-prohibitive .

6.2.d. Detrimental to Safety, Health, Morals, or Welfare of the Community
As a result of the above mentioned issues, Block 596.04 Lot 5 poses a significant detriment to the
welfare of the community. In April 2014 the property owner was cited with violation of Section 1103 of
the Cherry Hill Ordinance for allowing an unauthorized business to operate without zoning approval.
Such a condition is characteristic of sites that have fallen into obsolescence: because the property
owner cannot sell/lease the space as it sits, they generate revenue through unauthorized, and often
inappropriate, use of the site.
Unauthorized and inappropriate (and not permitted by Ordinance) uses are a significant determinant
to the safety and health of the community. Zoning exists as a means of regulating conflicting land uses
and is specifically designed to prevent one land use from harming its neighbors. In addition, modern
zoning is often developed in conjunction with transportation infrastructure improvements. One of the
roles of planning and zoning boards is to evaluate the impact of proposed uses on that infrastructure
to minimize such things as accidents and excessive wear.
The Zoning inspection as well as information obtained by Robert Melvin of Group Melvin Design as part
of his site visit demonstrate the negative impacts. The illegal landscaping company was storing soil,
organic material and debris, and/or fertilizer outside in areas not specifically designed for their storage.
In addition, the outdoor storage of goods and supplies is prohibited in this zone. Much of this debris was
also stored within the wooded areas of the property – destroying much of the naturalized environment
with decomposing organic matter. No evaluation was done on how this material drained and how it
could pollute the ground or water. In addition, such areas are highly susceptible to rodent infestation
and would likely be prohibited in Cherry Hill. Similarly, car batteries were found stored outside and not
in an area appropriate for their disposal.
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7.0 Block 596.04, Lot 4: Office Building
7.1.

Conclusion

Based on the information acquired and analysis of Lot 4, this investigation finds that there is currently
not enough evidence to qualify this property as an area in need of redevelopment (see Appendix D for
Building Code Official Memo). However, new findings and further investigation could find this property
as in need of redevelopment in the future.
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Appendices
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Appendix A:
Resolution 2014-11-7
2014 Preliminary Assessment
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Appendix B:
Resolution 2006-2-12
2007 Preliminary Assessment report,
Block 112.01, Lot11

Appendix C:
Memo, Gerry Seneski, Building Code Official
Former Saunders Publishing Company Building

INTEROFFICE MEMO
DEPARTMENT OF CODE ENFORCEMENT
AND INSPECTIONS
TOWNSHIP OF CHERRY HILL
TO:

Paul Stridick, AIA
Director: Department of Community Development

FROM:

Gerry Seneski: Building Code Official

DATE:

12/10/14 (rev 3.2.15)

SUBJECT:

Investigation of Proposed Redevelopment site:
Hampton Road & Cuthbert Boulevard Study Area

Former Saunders Publishing Company Building
614 Hampton Road, Cherry Hill, NJ
Block 112.01 / Lot 11 & Block 111.02 / Lot 7

This former manufacturing and storage facility is approximately 188,000 square feet of an aging and currently
unused building that requires much needed renovation and upgrade (or total replacement) to bring it to
current-day feasibility and standards and into building code compliance.
The buildings consist of a large factory/warehouse/office areas (depending on the future potential use; an F-1
or F-2 factory, or S-1 or S-2 warehouse, and B business use group or a combination of the three). The current
construction type is IIB construction (non-combustible construction with no exterior fire rated walls. The
building is in excess of 100,000 square feet. The building is not well maintained with deterioration of the
roofing materials from existing leaks.
The building is generally divided into two (2) major areas: the south building is of circa 1955 vintage; the north
building is circa 1975.
 South Building on Block 112.01 / Lot 11: is approximately 120,000 square feet. The clear height from
slab to underside of steel framing is 12’-6”+/-. The building components consist primarily of: Slab on
grade, structural steel columns and steel truss rood structure, masonry walls with single-pane steel
“factory type” fenestration, roof top HVAC and built-up roofing.


North Building on Block 112.01 / Lot 11: is approximately 68,000 square feet. The clear height from
slab to underside of steel framing is 22’-0”+/-. The building components consist primarily of: Slab on
grade, structural steel columns and steel truss roof structure, insulated metal wall panels, roof top
HVAC and built-up roofing.

The following items represent the results of the field inspection performed on 12/10/14 at the above
referenced site. The report includes, but not limited to; items which are deficient or are required to be
corrected and made functional in order to provide a working building.
 Roofing: roofing is deteriorated to a degree that the structural stability has been impaired.

o























Significant areas of the existing composite decking are failing due to delaminating and
crumbling.
o Significant leaking is occurring throughout the facility.
o Insulation assembly and rating is unknown if it exists on South Building.
Fire suppression systems: must be augmented to assure functional workability and full suppression
coverage, which currently may not be adequate.
o The existing supply tank (unknown gallon capacity) has significant rusting. It is understood
that the tank is full to supply to suppression system. Local water supply has not been tested
to determine if storage tank is needed or if utility supply would be adequate.
Fire alarms/horn strobes: need to be fully tested and reworked; provide full coverage.
Fire walls: need to be analyzed to determine requirement, assembly and division.
Windows: are single pane / non-insulated; need to be reconditioned and/or replaced for efficiency
and operation. Many are broken or missing in current condition.
Interior lighting: throughout the buildings is substandard and would not meet current code
requirements; additional lighting would be required.
Skylights: though few, all are damaged and leaking, insulation is compromised, and need to be
replaced.
Asbestos: Some abatement has occurred; more may be necessary.
Toilet rooms: are in deplorable condition and need to be completed updated and brought into code
and ADA compliance.
Exterior walls: reconditioning is necessary; vertical stress cracks are obvious through masonry
construction.
Wall copings: resetting/ replacing are necessary; appear to be loose throughout the facility.
HVAC: Operation and condition/efficiency is doubtful and seem to be abandoned in place; roof top
units need to be refurbished or replaced. Interior distribution needs to be assessed.
Exits: emergency egress needs to be fully accessed, lighted and signaled.
Means of egress: evacuation plans and routes are necessary; some egress routes do not currently
comply.
Mezzanine: in north building requires two (2) means of egress; non code-compliant access doors.
Parking areas: surface areas are significantly deteriorated and needs to be addressed.
o Much of the area is currently used as outdoor storage for a nearby utility construction and
infrastructure enhancement project.
Curbing, ramps, sidewalks: are significantly deteriorated and needs to be fully addressed.
Parking spaces: must be provided to adequately address requirements based on occupancy loads, ADA
accessibility requirements, etc.
Accessible routes: need to be extended to public right of way.
Entire building must be cleaned, painted and properly maintained.
o There is significant mold throughout, most likely due to water penetration.

Block 111.02 / Lot 7: is currently a heavily wooded lot without any structure; thus it did not warrant
a Code enforcement review.
The above list is not a comprehensive analysis of the buildings, components and site; rather, it represents a
“snapshot” which indicates the overall general conditions encountered at the site. The building must be
reviewed and designed by a design professional for the use involved and to address code compliance and any
life/safety issues, which may require a “Change of Use” design analysis and modifications.
This document is not regulated by the N.J. State Uniform Construction Code.
###

Appendix D:
Memo, Gerry Seneski, Building Code Official
Office Building, 215 Cuthbert Boulevard

INTEROFFICE MEMO
DEPARTMENT OF CODE ENFORCEMENT
AND INSPECTIONS
TOWNSHIP OF CHERRY HILL
TO:

Paul Stridick, AIA
Director: Department of Community Development

FROM:

Gerry Seneski: Building Code Official

DATE:

12/17/14 (rev 3/2/15)

SUBJECT:

Inspection of Proposed Redevelopment site: 215 Cuthbert Blvd.
Hampton and Cuthbert Boulevard Study Area

Office Building

215 Cuthbert Blvd, Cherry Hill, NJ
Block 596.04 / Lot 4
The building currently houses several businesses which are classified under “B” (business) use groups. The
structural classification for this building is “IIIB”; a building that has a one hour exterior perimeter fire wall but
allows interior combustible materials with no interior fire separations. The building is in excess of 5,000 square
feet with some second floor areas. The building seems to be well maintained and the exterior and interior
maintenance is in good condition.
Until the mid-1990s, the site originally operated as a coin counting operation for New Jersey Bell Telephone
Company’s pay phone system that served Cherry Hill Township and the surrounding vicinity. A large bank
vault is part of the structure. The building currently houses a religious organization, Beauty for Ashes church,
along with a day-care center and several non-profit agencies and rental units.
The following items represent an appraisal of the field inspection performed on 12/17/14 at the above
referenced site. The report includes, but not limited to; items which are deficient or are required to be
evaluated for corrections.












Roof: must be inspected and assessed for condition; some evidence of leakage from spaces below.
Sprinkler systems: must be analyzed as required for a “Change of Use.”
Fire alarms/horn strobes: condition and design must be tested/reworked as required for any “Change
of Use” or modification.
Fire walls: fire walls or fire separation walls to be assessed for a design and assembly for any “Change
of Use” or modification.
Windows: poor condition; must be reconditioned and/or replaced.
Asbestos: asbestos remediation or clearance documentation required.
Toilet rooms: poor condition; must be modified and reconfigured for ADA accessibility.
HVAC: in unknown but assumed poor condition; including through-wall units. Roof top units, boilers,
furnaces, to be refurbished or replaced.
Exits: exit access must be analyzed based on occupancy loads.
Means of egress : must be analyzed based on use of structure and design of interior.
Parking lot area and drives: generally acceptable with areas of deteriorated surface with cracking, etc.
Resurfacing may be required.
o Parking areas: Stripping required, ADA accessible parking to be configured for compliance.

o





Curbing: poor condition to non-existent; must be configured for required spaces according to
occupancy load and programmatic requirements.
Exterior lighting: poor condition; lighting to be assessed for parking lot, little to no lighting at present
time; does not meet Township requirements.
Electrical upgrades: condition unknown but appears to be poor; upgraded as required.
Miscellaneous small shrinkage cracks in exterior walls

The above items are not meant to be all inclusive, however, the report represents the results of a field
inspection of items which are deficient, or are required to be analyzed and made functional, in order to
provide code compliance for a working building. The building in general, is in good condition and well
maintained.
This document is not regulated by the N. J. State Uniform Construction Code.
###

Appendix E:
Memo, Gerry Seneski, Building Code Official
Former Verizon Building and Yard

INTEROFFICE MEMO
DEPARTMENT OF CODE ENFORCEMENT
AND INSPECTIONS
TOWNSHIP OF CHERRY HILL
TO:

Paul Stridick, AIA
Director: Department of Community Development

FROM:

Gerry Seneski: Building Code Official

DATE:

12/10/14 (rev 3.2.15)

SUBJECT:

Investigation of Proposed Redevelopment site:
Hampton Road & Cuthbert Boulevard Study Area

Former Verizon Building and Yard
211 Cuthbert Blvd, Cherry Hill, NJ
Block 596.04 / Lot 5

The site originally operated as a Service Operations Center for New Jersey Bell telephone Company back in
1971; it may have occupied the site prior to that as well. The operations included administrative office from
which employees and vehicles were dispatched to perform installation and maintenance operations on
telecommunication facilities serving Cherry Hill Township and the surrounding vicinity. Maintenance on fleet
vehicles and storage of supplies was also performed at this site.
The telephone company eventually became Verizon; operations continued until approximately 2011.
The following items represent an appraisal of the field inspection performed on 12/12/14 at the above
referenced site. The report includes, but not limited to; items which are deficient or are required to be
evaluated for corrections.











Roof: must be inspected and assessed for condition; some evidence of leakage from spaces below.
Sprinkler systems: must be analyzed as required for a “Change of Use.”
Fire alarms/horn strobes: condition and design must be tested/reworked as required for any “Change
of Use” or modification.
Fire walls: fire walls or fire separation walls to be assessed for a design and assembly for any “Change
of Use” or modification.
Windows: poor condition; must be reconditioned and/or replaced.
Asbestos: asbestos remediation or clearance documentation required.
Toilet rooms: poor condition; must be modified and reconfigured for function and ADA accessibility.
HVAC: in unknown but assumed poor condition; including through-wall units. Roof top units, boilers,
furnaces, to be refurbished or replaced.
Exits: exit access must be analyzed based on occupancy loads.
Means of egress: must be analyzed based on use of structure and design of interior.








Parking lot area and drives: poor condition; deteriorated surface with areas of severe cracking, etc.
Resurfacing and possible reengineering may be required.
o Parking areas: poor condition: Stripping required, ADA accessible parking to be configured for
compliance. Site appears to be significantly over-parked for square foot area of building; but
this may depend upon use and program.
o Curbing: poor condition to non-existent; must be configured for required spaces according to
occupancy load and programmatic requirements.
Exterior lighting: poor condition; lighting to be assessed for parking lot, little to no lighting at present
time; does not meet Township requirements.
Accessibility to building: poor condition; no exterior and/or interior accessibility.
Electrical upgrades: condition unknown but appears to be poor; upgraded as required.
Flooring/walls/ ceilings: poor condition; finishes to be fully assessed.

The above items are not meant to be all inclusive, however, the report represents the results of a field
inspection of items which are deficient, or are required to be analyzed and made functional, in order to
provide code compliance for a working building. This document is not regulated by the N. J. State Uniform
Construction Code.

Appendix F:
Memo, Cherry Hill Tax Assessor

